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Current Status

• Masters Theses and Doctoral Dissertations (394)

• Senior Honors Theses (391)

• Procedures and policies in place

• Issue of how to get permission to include early theses and dissertations
Opportunities

- Graduate Student Capstone Projects
  - Need procedures to determine which to include and to get permissions

- EMU Week of Excellence
  - Graduate Student Research Fair (already using DC to manage the event, need to get permissions)
  - Undergraduate Research Symposium (uses its own event management program, need to get permissions)
Plans for 2012-2013

- Other student research
  - Meet with departments to determine a procedure for adding these works,

- Student Events during Open Access Week 2012
  - Graduate College
  - Honors College
  - McNair Scholars Research Seminar
  - Some type of event or promotion for student body at large
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